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Abstract
Iヽacroscopic cOnstitutive models for geomaterials based On the elasto plasticity theory have
been found to fail to describe some deformatiOn features of the material of this kind,eg,the
coupling behavior betttreen ttear and cOnsolidation  This shOrtcOming can be attributed to the
model assumption that one distinct rnicromechanical source operates during inelastic deforma―
tion and nO erect of plastic deformatiOn on elastic properties
After revie郡/ing the nicrOmechanical process of geomaterials with special emphasis on
granular materials,an alternative constitutive formulation is presented in、、hich tM「o■licrO e―
chanical sources of inelastic deformation are taken into account  Both stress space and strain
space formulatiOns are presented and their relations are described
1. IntOrduction
The constitutive modeling of geomaterials has been the objectives of numerOus 、vork
during recent tⅥ〆o decades,、、‐hich has been facilitated by the advance of high speed cOmputers
as、vell as the advanced numerical analyses.  A10t of elasto―plastic constitutive models have
been developed for geomaterials Mrith remarkable success.
HoⅥrever, it is appropriate to point out that the elasto―lastic cons i utive modeling has
been developed mainly concerned、、アith the behaviOr of polycrstanine solids.  In p01ycrystanine
solids,deformation can be attributed to tⅥ〆o micromechaical sourcesi namely,lattice deforma‐
tion leading to elastic deformation and shppages along the crystaHographic plane as a source
of plastic deformation.  Thus,the fundamental decornposition in the elasto plastic constitutive
modehng: プεゥ=と/ε岳+とデε各, C10Sely Corresponds to the r五cromechanical prOcesses,(see, e.g.,
Havner(1983)1), ッヽSarO (1983)211  ThiS decOrnposition in the elasto plastic models dOes not
necessarily correspOnd to the micromechanical process in geomaterials such as rocks,soils and
granular materials  The direrence betⅥreen the assumption in the elasto―plastic constitutive
models and the micromechanical process in the geomaterials undergoing inleastic deformation
seems to be of mOre importance than it appears.
In this paper,we present a general mathematical formulation of macrOscopic constitutive
modeling of geomaterials Mrith special emphasis on cohesionless granular materials 覇/ith
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